
Re- Brandeer Profit 
 
Hey, 
This is Ashraful Saikat. Doing Internet Marketing since 2011. 
The current age is Information Age. There’s a huge option 
and opportunities to make money online .Of course it 
takes time to reach any big goal.  
 
In this Re - Brandeer Profit Training , I will show you a 
Complete way to make upto $1500/month model using 
simple formula. 
 
What i have taught in this training, is proven as i have 
made money using same formula and currently making ! 
 
So, The only thing need is you have to follow the guides 
and take action wisely. No option to fail ! Really. 
 
See you on Training 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
- Ashraful Saikat 

 



So, The Re - Brandeer Profit is modeled as to make up to 
$500 every single day with your own product without 
creating products yourself ! 
 
And Also with ready to customers /traffic solution to sell 
your products ! 
 
And How you can get various options to make money with 
this model . 
 
As you the The BEST, SAFEST, PROVEN and QUICKEST way to 
make BIG Profit is to Sell your Own Products ! 
 
But You don't know how to create products , video courses 
that sell or you don't know how to teach, RIGHT ? 
 
In this Situation , Most of the people choose PLR to sell as 
their own products. 
 
If you don't know about PLR, Then we can start from BASIC ! 
 
 
What is PLR ? 
 
PLR stands for Private Label Rights and it’s the name of a 
license that allows you to rebrand, edit and sell other 
people’s products as yours. 
 
 



Here is the example what you can do with PLR 

 
It’s very important to know what you can do and what 
you can’t do with a PLR product before choosing it. 
Otherwise, you might infringe product copyrights and get 
in trouble with the initial seller. 
 
When you want to select a PLR product that you intend to 
use in a particular way , You should have pre set plan that 
in what purpose you will use that. 
 
To create a new product ? 
To create a Video ? 



To create articles for your Blog ? 
 
Or something else ! 
 
Basics of Choosing BEST PLR for FREE  and Best Way to 
Rebrand PLR for the BEST Outcome! 
 
The PLR products come in many formats. 
 
You can find PLR: 
 
● Articles 
● Article packs 
● Ebooks 
● Reports 
● Audio Courses 
● Video courses 
● Graphics 
● Autoresponder email series 
● Squeeze pages & HTML templates 
● WordPress Themes & Plugins 
● Software 

 
As you can see, for the nature of PLR product types, you 
have a lot of options to choose from. 
 
If you are not want articles, you can find a PLR video 
course. If you have customers/traffic interested more in 
software, you need to find a software in your niche that’s 



released under Private Label Rights, sell it as your own and 
keep all the profits. 
 
The advantage of choosing a text format/article is that 
you can easily rebrand the content and keep the 
information up to date. A video training course or a 
software cannot easily be updated or edited. 
 
PLR products are not something only focused on the 
“make money online” niche. Though this is the most 
popular niche and growing, you will also find content 
released under Private Label Rights for many other niches. 
 
What Should Not Do with PLR ? 
 
Never sell a Product as it is ! 
 
The fancy thing most people do is pick up a PLR product, 
name it as their own and sell it ! 
 
Sounds funny ? 
 
Yes, you can do that legally ! But that’s not solid business 
model. 
 
You can launch your PLR product to JVZoo and 
Warrior+Plus and get some affiliates to promote and 
make money . 
 



BUT 
 
You are not only one person that have picked up that PLR 
product. 
 
So, you need to edit as your own. 
 
Get IDEA from PLR, make your own BRAND, give some 
extra value or MIX another quality PLR, then Rebrand. 
 
It’s Unique ! 
 
And It’s Worth to Sell ! 
 
This will give you authority, unicity , increase conversions 
and give a solid lifetime Business ! 
 
 
When the PLR types are articles, blog posts or in text 
format, you have no much tension. 
 
You can build a unique form to it easily ! 
 
BUT WHEN IT COMES TO VIDEO COURSE PLR, 
 
Then you have to tricky ! 
 
AND VIDEO is the Fortune. 
 



You can build a Popular YouTube Video Channel using PLR 
Video Course ! 
 
But You need to edit, mix up things, and rebrand as 
yourself. 
 
Don’t upload directly , You will see no result ! 
 
So, I have collected 8 PART series of COMPLETE video 
Training on how to Re-Brand a VIDEO PLR COURSE and get 
the best outcome ! 
 

CLICK HERE TO 
WATCH THE 8 PART 
VIDEO SERIES >> 
 
Direct Link :  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bGwTyLGsn8 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bGwTyLGsn8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bGwTyLGsn8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bGwTyLGsn8
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THIS IS A MUST WATCH Video over 1 :00 hour training . This 
will show you everything what you need to know how to 
rebrand a PLR to make PROFIT ! 
 
This has 8 parts modules with mind map training ! 
 
Don’t skip anything. It’s very important ! 
 
It contains some easy tricks and twists what makes a PLR 
video course profitable ! 
 

Tip :  The best way to create a profitable PLR product is to 
find 2 or 3 PLR products on same category, mix them up, 
give your own twist , make personal brand using above 
video training. 
 
And launch it and make cash ! 
 
It’s very easy, if you are wise a little ! 
 
So, Where to Find the BEST QUALITY PLR ? 
 
My opinion is https://www.plrdatabase.net/ 
 
It’s Free to Join and you can find free PLR to start with this ! 
 
And Gives the Most Quality Contents and Courses ! 
 
 

https://perfectpassionllc.com/plrdatabase
https://perfectpassionllc.com/plrdatabase


 
 

 
 

 
 
 
You can search a lot of FREE PLR on PLRDatabase.net . 
 
When you prepare to scale up big, Just upgrade to Premier 
membership which cost only $10. 
 
But you will be access to UNLIMITED PLR Products filed on 
that database. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://perfectpassionllc.com/plrdatabase


Do you know how much opportunity it is ? 
 
About 23,000 marketplace products which are BEST in 
quality ! 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



So, Join a FREE account on PLR Database and Start from 
Today. 
 
Start to Find your desired products to make it as your own 
with the all tricks i have mentioned above ! 
 
So, Now You know What is PLR, How to Choose a PLR , How 
to Rebrand as it yours very own and Where to Find PLR ! 
Right ? 
 
Now Where to Sell Your Products ? 
 
Who are the customers who will buy your products ? 
 
Now there are different approach you can use PLR 
product. 
 
Strategy 1 : You want to sell as your Product  
 
In this case , You have to follow the above guidelines to 
make valuable unique product 
 
And make a sales letter or sales page which you also get 
from the PLR products ( Not all PLR ) 
 
And Launch the product on Warrior+Plus or JVZoo 
marketplace and get attention to affiliates by creating a 
JV page and sell and make big cash ! 
 

https://perfectpassionllc.com/plrdatabase
https://perfectpassionllc.com/plrdatabase


Here you can find How to launch a product on Warriorplus. 
 
How to List Products & Offers on WarriorPlus (And 
OTOs/Upsells) >> 
 
Direct link :  
 
https://help.warriorplus.com/selling-on-warriorplus/how-t
o-list-products-offers-on-warriorplus-and-otosupsells 
 
 
This is recommended if you have some pre knowledge on 
it. 
 
Neither i recommend you to study and follow the market 
before START ! 
 
BYPASS ! 
 
If you are problem with creating designer sales page , 
then you can choose Gumroad platform to sell your 
product directly ! 
 
On Gumroad, You don’t need to create sales page, you 
can just simply upload your product and give a simple 
description about your product ! 
 
That’s all ! 
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You can withdraw money to your Bank account or 
Payoneer account directly from Gumroad in every 7 days 
after ! 
 
So, This is PUBLISH AND PROFIT FORMULA  
 
You will get FREE Ready to buy W+/JVZoo/Gumroad 
marketplace traffic who are willing to buy your products if 
you make it in such way ! 
 
If you can create JV page and attract affiliate to promote 
your products then, you BOOM ! 
 
Don’t forget to collect the Buyer email/list when selling 
products ! 
 
Cause you will promote others products later to your 
buyer list. 
 
All marketplace will give you the option to link your 
autoresponder list with your product. 
 
What IF i Show You another TRAFFIC Source to Sell your 
own product and keep the 100% Profit ? 
 
If you choose to sell products on make money online 
niche, then join some big facebook groups like 
 
Affiliate marketing Worldwide 



Work from Home Jobs 
 
And lots of more, you will find when you search on 
facebook. 
 
Join only groups who has 50,000+ members and most 
active. 
 
Join up to 20 BIG, active and target groups and make post 
that  
 

‘’ Who want to make { something } without { something } 

in { timeframe } Comment info. ‘’ 
 
This is an just example ! 
 
You can make more charming post related with your 
product headlines and you will see 100’s of people are 
wanting to know more by commenting on your post ! 
 
You just need to send them the product page in private 
message inbox ! 
 
You can also make them as friends who are commenting 
on post as you can promote your product from your 
profile ! 
 



Then there are lots of things to scale up, you will learn by 
nature ! 
This works ! Really  
 
Each time I made a post and got over 500+ comments 
and make $500+ in sales ! 
 
Really ! 
 
When you have your own products and Willing to buy 
Traffic, It’s just Profit and Profit ! 
 
Don’t Forget the Formula  
 
Your Own Product + Buyer Traffic = Profit ! 
 
Strategy 2 : Build a YouTube Channel 
 
You can easily use the leverage of PLR to build a popular 
YouTube Channel ! 
 
Don’t upload PLR directly before preparing it ! 
 
You can choose various niches and find PLR on that niche 
and upload video to YouTube . 
 
Later you can use the channel for promoting your others 
products or build HUGE list by keeping a squeeze page on 
video description. 



 
Don’t forget to watch that 8 PART Video series above if you 
want to do work with PLR video courses ! 
 
Building a Popular YouTube channel means you have 
subscribers and built in audience to sell anything in a 
strategic way ! 
 
Strategy - 3 : Run Popular Facebook Group 
 
If you can give quality , valuable , helping content to your 
niche targeting group, then you will see people are 
engaging with your group. 
 
And it increase like Bullet train. 
 
When you have engaging members on your groups , you 
can sell related products or your own products ! 
 
You get the IDEA ! 
 
 
Strategy - 4 : Start a Blog and Build List  
 
Same in here, You can start a blog and find your niche 
content using PLR methods. 
 
A blog which has valuable content, it will must grow 
attention. 



 
You can also do basic SEO with a simple YOAST plugin , 
then your blog will show on Google search for keywords. 
Can you imagine , how much subscribers you can get by 
this way ? 
 
Myself already built a 5000+ unique subscribers on 
internet marketing niche using the leverage of PLR on my 
BLOG. 
 
After making a post with the help of PLR content, you just 
need to share to some social platform, that’s all. 
 
Where there is helpful content, there is people. 
 
And where there is people, there is money :) 
 
---------------------- 
 
So, there is no missing part to make huge cash using the 
PERFECT leverage of PLR ! 
 
You only make money with PLR, when you know the 
Correct ways of making money with PLR ! 
 
And Re-Branding , adding value, Unicity and personal 
Brand is an essential issue to make profit from PLR ! 
 
------------------ 



Conclusion : 
 
So, The facts are proven. You just need to focus on and 
take real action. 
 
If you can do this, I can promise you, nobody will stop from 
you to make HUGE solid money. 
 
If you are fast enough, then it’s possible to make upto $500 
everyday from the next month ! 
 
Believe me ! 
 
It happens ! 
 
So, I hope you should take full opportunity from PLR using 
my proven model.  
 
To your Success 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Ashraful Saikat 


